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Nonlinear partial difference equations are obtained which have as limiting forms the
nonlinear Schriidinger, Korteweg-deVries and modified Korteweg-deVries equations. These
difference equations have a number of special properties. They are constructed by methods
related to the inverse scattering transform. They can be used as a basis for numerical schemes
to the associated nonlinear evolution equations. Experiments have shown that they compare
very favorably with other known numerical methods (papers II, III). In paper II, the
Ablowitz-Ladik scheme for the nonlinear Schrodinger equation is compared to other known
numerical schemes, and generally proved to be faster than all utilized finite difference schemes
but somewhat slower than the finite Fourier (pseudospectral) methods. In paper III, a
proposed scheme for the Korteweg-deVries equation proved to be faster than both the finite
difference and finite Fourier methods already considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been rapid advancement in the study of physically
interesting nonlinear problems. The progress in this field has, in part, been due to the
synergetic approach I I a, I b], which consists of the simultaneous use of conventional
analysis and numerical experiments to investigate nonlinear phenomena. In this paper
we derive a numerical scheme for the Korteweg-deVries (KdV) equation and the
modified Korteweg-deVries (MKdV) equations based on the inverse scattering
transform (1ST). In papers II, III of this work, we show that the schemes compare
favorably with other known methods. Before proceeding, it may be helpful to review
some of the recent developments in this area.

The inverse scattering transform (see, for example, a recent review of. this subject
by Ablowitz and Segur 13]) was first discovered by Gardner, Greene, Kruskal, and
Miura 14,5] in their study of the KdV equation. Subsequently, Lax 16] put the ideas
in an alteinative form which allows the method to be readily generalized. Zakharov
and Shabat 17] found a new eigenvalue problem which led them to the solution of the
nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation. Ablowitz, Kaup, Newell and Segur 18]
showed that a generalization of the Zakharov-Shabat eigenvalue problem allows one
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to find the solution to a class of interesting evolution equations which, in addition to
the above, includes the sine-Gordon, MKdV, self-induced transparency equations, etc.

These ideas also apply to certain classes of nonlinear differential-difference
equations. Using discrete scattering procedures developed by Case and Kac [9, 101,
Flaschka [I I I was able to solve the Toda lattice equations. Similar results were
found by Manakov 1111. Subsequently, Ablowitz and Ladik 1131 presented a
discretized version of the generalized Zakharov-Shabat eigenvalue' problem which
allowed them to isolate a class of differential-difference equations solvable by inverse

scattering.
Ablowitz and Ladik 114, 15] further generalized this theory to cover nonlinear

partial-difference equations. They found a class of such equations and further
introduced an equation which can be used as a numerical scheme for the NLS
equation. It has the following advantages 1161: (see also the following section)

(i) This scheme maintains many of the important properties of the original
problem. One can associate with this scheme an infinite set of conservation laws, just
as in the case of the corresponding partial difference equation. This scheme has
traveling wave solutions, with special properties, these are the solitons (I I, 4,51).

(ii) The associated linear scheme is always neutrally stable.

(iii) This scheme maintains a certain joint .X", t symmetry of the original

equation.
(iv) The order of accuracy is the same for both the linear and nonlinear

schemes.

(v) This scheme depends globally on the mesh points, but it does suggest
others which are local.

These nice properties motivate us to look for a numerical scheme for the MKdV
and the KdV equations in an analogous way.

In the next section w,e review the procedure of finding the partial-difference
equations together with the results for the NLS equation, which has already been
discussed by Ablowitz and Ladik 1161, We then develop and introduce a1new scheme
for the MKdV and the KdV equations based on the above theory.

2. NONLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

The key step in obtaining partial difference equations which can be solved by
inverse scattering is to make an association between the nonlinear evolution equation
and a linear eigenvalue (scattering) problem. In this discussion all the difference
equations are related to the eigenvalue problem 113J (see 13, 13J for the continuous

version):

(2.1)
V':'n+ 1= zV':'n + Q': V;'n + s': V;'n+ I'

V;'n+ I:;: ~ V;'n + R': V7'n + T': V':'n+ I'
Z
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where z is the eigenvalue and the potentials R ';:, Q';:, S';:, T';: are defined on the
spacelike interval I n I < 00 and the timelike interval m > O. The various evolution
equations are distinguished by the associated time (m) dependence of the eigen-

functions

JmV":n =A::'(z) V":n + B::'(z) V';n'

JmV';n = C::'(z) V":n + D::'(z) V';n'

where ,1mv:nn=v:nn+I_V:nn (;=1,2). That is to say for each partial difference
equation there corresponds a set of functions A;:', B;:', C;:', D;:' depending in general
on the potentials. The equations for determining the sets A':;,..., D;:', and hence the
evolution equations are obtained by requiring the eigenvalue z to be invariant with

respect to m and by forcing the consistency

Am(EnV~)=En(AmV~), ;=1,2, (2.3)

where En is the shift operator in the spatial coordinate defined by E n V~ = V~ + I ,

; = 1,2. Performing the operations indicated in (2.3) results in four equations.
For the special case associated with the NLS equation we let R~ = =FQ~',

s~ = T~ = 0 (where Q~' is the complex conjugate of Q~ and =F refer to choices of
multiplications in the usual sense), and the four equations are given by

A A m Qm+ .C m B m Qm'ZLin n = n n:l: n+1 n'

1 Bm Bm +A m Qm D mQm+1 Am Qm
-n+I-Z n n+1 n- n n =LJ n'

Z
(2.4)

C m l C m D m Qmo A mQm+ I Am Q m'

Z /1+1-- /I =F /1+1 /I :i: /I /I ==FD /I

Z

J " D m Qm+ .' Bm Qmc m
-£JII 11==1= II 11- II 11+.'Z .

where AnA::' =A::'+,-A::', etc.
This system can be solved in a deductive way. Using the ideas in [161, expansions

in powers of z and I/z are sought. The series

I
Am = ~ A(2klz2k" L.. " ,

.k=-1
(2.5)

I

Bm = '5"' B(k)Zkn --' n ,
k=-1
k~O

I I
Cm = "C(k)Zk Dm = " D(2k)Z2k

n L. n' n L. n
k=-1 k=-1
k~O

are substituted into (2.4) and the various powers of Zk are set equal to zero. The coef-
ficients of the finite power series (2.5) are assumed to be independent of z. One can
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find each of the unknowns A~-2), A~O),...,D~-2) in terms of the potentials. The
condition under which we can solve (2.4) requires that the potential evolve according
to the evolution equation

Am Q m= Q mA(O)- Q m+IA(OI'-A(-Z)'

(Q m+I ( I-'- Q m Q m n n -n --n+1 -'- n n

I-I
k=-oo

Ir-

r- A':;)
+A~-2) (Q;:'-I(I:i: Q;:'+ IQ;:'+ I I

-(;()

(Qm+ " Qm+ J + Qm' Qm
n n-J n n-

m ( Qm+' Qm+." )/(1 QmQm' ) dS -m (Q m Qm' QmQm' )where Ak = 1:J:: k k :J:: k k an k = k+ I k + k k-J.

The A~) are arbitrary constants of summation (fixed at n -+ -00) and D~-n. = A ~),
i = 2, 0, -2.

So by a suitable choice of the constants, one can obtain a partial difference
equation which is consistent with the NLS equation

iq,=q.T.T:J::2IqI2q. (2.7)

In the linear limit if we want

+ Qm + I + Q m

n-1 n+l -2Q~'+Q::'-,),

where a = Atf(Ax)2 and Q': = Axq(n Ax, mAt) = Axq': then the constants are chosen
according to A~)=-i(af2), A~)=ia, A~-2)=-iaI2. This particular choice of
constants in (2.6) leads to evolution equation

Amq::'
At

+ q m + I P -2 qm + I + ql" + I
)n+1 n n n-1

.
=2(AX)2 (q::'+1 -2q;:' + q;:'-IP n-i

:I: 1 [ m( m' m + m+ I' m+ I ) + m+ I ( m m' m+ 1 m+

4 qn qn qn+1 qn qn+1 qn qn-lqn +qn-1 qn

(2.8)*
2 m m' m+l p 2 m+1 m+I' m p ms ms*

I+ qnqn qn+1 n+ qn qn qn-1 n-l-qn n-qn II-I'

where
" "

P,,= Il A';:, S,,= L LIma';:,
k:-ro k:-ro

.A;;'=(l :f:q;;'+'q;;,+t'(LlxY)/(l :f:q;;'q;;"(LlxY).'" '" '"Gk = qkqk- m m
+qk+tqk'

This scheme is implicit and global. However, a local scheme is suggested in which
P" = 1 and S" = 0 for all n. Equation (2.8)* is consistent with the NLS equation

~. 

..r
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(2.7) with the truncation error of order O«At)2, (AX)2). Similarly the local scheme
also has the same truncation error.

For the special case associated with the MKdV equation

R, =F 6R2Rx + Rxxx = 0 (2.9)

we let R: = ::I: Q:, T: = S: = 0, and the four equations are given by

zL1nA::'+R::'B::'+I~R::,+IC::'=O,

Am Rm B m Rm+I D m -'- Am Rm + 1 Bm
::I:a n+Zn::l: n n=:l:n+1 n -n+I'

Z
(2.11 )

C m 1 C m + Rm nm Rm+ l Am Am Rm
Z n+I-- n n n+l- n n=LJ n'

Z
(2.12 )

~Lf Dm=Rm+'Bm=FRmcmz n n n n n n+

Using the ideas in [13, 15, 161, the coefficients in the equations for the time depen
dence of the eigenfunctions are expanded as

2 2
Am = ~., z2kA(2k) Bm = x" Z(2k-IIB(2k-11

n ---n' n L n'
k=-2 k=-1

2 2 (2.14 :
cm = ~ Z(2k-I)B(2k-11 nm = ,., Z 2kA(2k)n n' n .;.- n.

k=-1 k=-2

With the expanded form of A:;', B:;', C:;', D:;', Eqs. (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13)
yield a sequence of twenty equations in eighteen unknowns corresponding to equating
powers ofz~, z-~, Z4,...,Z, Z-I, all of which must be independently satisfied. To solve
these equations it is most convenient to solve the resultant equations correponding to
z~ and z-~ first, then solve the equations corresponding to Z4, 1/z4, etc. Carrying out
the algebra we find the values of A ~4),..., D~ -4) in terms of the potentials (see Taha

12 J). The remaining two equations are consistent under the conditions

A~)=D~-j), ;=4,2,0,-2,-4. oJ (2.15)

The following evolution equation is

Am R m R m A (4) Rm+1 D 14) R m SLJ n = n+Z --n+ZYn+1 -+ n+1 n+1

_Rm+lp - I Rm+IAI4)-Rm Y DI41 + Rm+ISn+1 n n-Z -n-Z n-Z -n-1 I

-Rm p I + Rm ) DIO) 1: ~., IRm+I {Rm+IAI4).n-1 n-1 n -.;... 1 I-Z-
1= -00

-R~-zYI-zD~) + R~-+,'S,-Z -R~-'P'-II

-Rm
(Rm A (4)

1 1+2 -
Rm+1 D (4) +R m S-1+2YI+1 -1+1 1+1

'f' ' ,~
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where

n

Sn=A~)+A~)Fn+D~) ~
j=-oo

n

DIll \"-+ -
j=-oo

IA~)Ej+ D~)Gj] '1j) Yn'

(o'!'+ I/o'!') O'!' =
I I' I =F R'!'

I'
v- =

=-00

--I / ~m H - :i:{R mR m+ I~m+ I R m
71n-Yn Un' n- n n+IUn -n-

I n

-m -m+1 m+1 \'

Pn-Yn/C>n+I,Fn-T Rn+,Rn -j:-:-OC

G -T (R m+ IR m+ I R mRm ) ~m+ I
n-T n n+1 -n n-1 Yn-IUn '

E T (RmRm+l~m+1 R m R m+'~m
)n=T n n-IUn -n+1 n Un.

R:;'+'/}:;'I/ln-"

(2.17)

In the limit as m + 1 -+ m, Eq. (2.16)* becomes

R = (A (41 -D(4) ( R -R ) + (A (21 -D(2) (R -R )nt --n+2 n-2 --n+ 1 n-1

:t: (A~I- D~I)IR~-I(Rn + Rn-J -R~+ I(Rn + Rn+2) -R~(Rn+2

.L (A(21-D(21 ) R2 (R -R )CL --n n-1 n+1

+ (A~) -D~» RnlRn+ .Rn(Rn+. Rn + Rn+ IRn+2 + RnRn-.)

-RnRn-.(RnRn-. + RnRn+ 1 + Rn-2Rn-.)J.

-Rn-JI

(2.18)

Let R = Ax U, and by a proper choice (see below) of the constants and taking limit
as Ax -+ 0 in Eqo (2.18) yield the MKdV equation

U, =f 6U2 U x + U xxx = O. (2.19)

From Eq. (2.16)* let us consider the linear part which can be written as

-urn = ( urn -urn+ I ) A(O) + (urn -urn+ I ) AI2)n n n -n+1 n-1 -

+ (Urn -urn+I ) DI2) +( urn -urn+I ) AI4)n-1 n+1 -n+2 n-2 -

+ (Urn -urn+I ) D(4)n-2 n+2 -.

um+n

(2.20)

I~." .,.
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To choose the constants, we require a scheme of order O«At)2, (AX)2), (expanding

U::'+I' U::,+I,... in Taylor series). With this requirement we find

A12) = -lA(O) + la = DI-2)
-3 -2 -,

D(2) =: -lAIO) -la =AI-2)
-3 -2 -,

(2.21 )
AI4)=lAIO)_la=DI-4)-6 -4 -,

D~) = ~A~) +!a =A~-4),

At
a=~

A ~) = arbitrary constant.

In order to get a local scheme of order O«Jtf, (JX)2) for the MKdV equation
from (2.16)*, let R;:' = Jx U;:', keep the terms through order O«JX)3) and then drop

the sum terms of the form

n

L [(Uj)2_(Uj+I)2J
j= -00

n

L
J= -00

Am(UjUj-.),

and replace Yn by I. Equation (2.16)* gives the local scheme

um+l_um= {( um -Um+I ) A(4) +( Um -Um+I ) D(4)n n n+2 n-2 -n-2 n+2 -

+( Um -Um+I )A(21 +( Um -Um+I )D(21 +( um_um+I )A1OIIn+1 n-1 -n-1 n+1 -n n -

:t: (AX)2 [{U::,+I[U::'U::'-2 + U::'-I U::'+I]

-um [ um+lum+1 + um+lum+I J + um+l [ um Um + Umum In n n+2 n+1 n-1 n-1 n-1 n-2 n n-1

-Um [ um+lum+1 + um+lum+I ]} A(4) J
n+1 n n+1 n+1 n+2 -

+ {U::'+I[U::'U::':t + U::'+I u::':1J + U::,[u::'U':::1 + U::,:tU::'-11

-um+l [um+lum +Um+lum Jn n n-2 n+1 n-1

-um+l [ um+lum + Um+IUm ]} D(41n-1 n-1 n-2 n n-1 -

+( umum+l [ um -Um+I ] A(2)n n n-1 n+1 -

+ [(U::,)2 U::,:t -(U::'+1)2 U::'-I] D~I}J, (2.22)*

where A~I,...,D~I satisfy Eq. (2.21). Equation (2.22)* is consistent with the MKdV
equation (2.19), with the truncation error of order O«At)2, (AX)2). This truncation
error holds also for the full scheme given in Eq. (2.16)*. Since A ~I is an arbitrary
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constant, we have a family of schemes, each one of which satisfies the properties
discussed earlier for the NLS equation scheme.

For the special case associated with the KdV equation

U,+6UUx+Uxxx=O (2.23)

The four compatibility equations for A:;',..., D:;' arewe let Q::'=R::'=O, T::'=

given by

(2.24 )

(2.25)

z
-=-sm c::'+

n

(S::,+I_S::')
(2.26)=z (I-S';:+I)(I-S';:) ,

S~ C~+ Iz(l -S';:)- +D~+ zBmn

(1 -S:;' +"i)

Dmn
z (1 -S::'

Sm + I -sm
n n

z(1 -S';:+ 1)(1 -S';:) .(2.27)

Using the ideas in 113, 15, 16], the coefficients in the equations for the time
dependence of the eigenfunctions are expanded as

2 2

Am = '"' Z 2k A (2k) Bm = '"' Z 2kB (2k) J

n ---n' n.;..;. n'
k=-2 k=-2

2 2
C m = ",' Z2kC (2k) D m = ",' Z 2kD (2k)

n';";' n' n.;..;. n'
k=-2 k=-2

=

(2.28)

With the expanded form of A;, B;. C;, D;, Eqs. (2.24), (2.25), (2.26), and (2.27)
yield a sequence of twenty-four equations in twenty unknowns corresponding to
equating powers of zs, Z3, Z, Z-I, Z-3, z-s, all of which must be independently
satisfied. Twenty equations of which give the values of the twenty unknowns (see
Taha [2]). The remaining four equations, two of them are trivially satisfied and the
third is satisfied under the consistency conditions

A~)=D~-i), i=4,2,0,-2,-4. (2.29)

I.

,
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The fourth equation gives the evolution equation

-smI
sm+. {y,-+I.Nt+I-N,+M,

'+1

sm+1 -smT n n
I-S;:'+1 n-2= (I-S;:'+I)(I-S;:')' (2.30),+1~ En+-sm n

where

"
E =A(2)smw _sm+ln(2)+H +G _sm+1 \-.. (H +G )" -n ,,-I " -" n " ---k k

k=-oo

n+s m w C _ smD (4) c - A (4) + ,-.. P W-1
n n-1 n-1 n -, n- -"-' j j ,

j=-OO

T M + Sm+1 Z S m N M Sm+l w A (4) SmD (4)

n=Yn+1 n n+IYn+1 n- n+1 n+I' n= n n --n-'

n n

Z = (A(2) + " Q.W:-I ) W N =D(2) + \' F. n -.:... J J n' n --'- J'

j=-OO j=-oo

l-S'!' I
n

Wn= r Yi' Yi= (

(2.31 )

+ S2n-

ls m+' J1=-00 \ -i

Hk =A~/(S;:'+ Irk -S;:') Wk-I' Gk = (S;:' -s;:,::) D~/,

F.=A(4/ (S'."+IW.-S'."+IW. ) + D(4/ (S'."-S'."+I )J -J J J-I J-I -J-I J '

p. =A(4) (S '."+1 - S '." ) W. + D(4,(sm+1 -S'."+ Iy .)J -J J+I J -i+1 J J'

Q .= (S'."+I-S'." ) W.A(4)_ (sm Y.-S'." ) D(4).J J-I J J -i-I J J -

In the limit as m + 1 --m, Eq. (2.30)* becomes

(S"+I -Sn-l)a + y{S"+2 -S~+I -S"+IS"+2 -S"Sn+

SIft (2.32)+Sn-ISn-2-Sn~1+SnSn-l}= 1 -5 '
"

where

a =A~) -D~) =D~-2) -A~-2)
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and

}'=A~) -D~) =D~-4) -A~-4).

sm+n
- S m = (sm -sm+I ) A(OJ + A(2J (sm -sm+ I ) + D(2' (sm -sm+ ' )n n n --n+1 n-1 -n-1 n+1

+ A(4) ( sm -sm+J )+ D(4) (sm _sm+l )-n+2 n-2 -n-2 n+2

+ [(sm )2_ (sm+I )2
I A(OI+D(4IJsm+l (sm+1 +sm+1 +sm+I )}n n --I n+1 n n+1 n+2

-A~){S:+,(S:+S:+I +S:+2») -D~){S:-,(S:+S:-I +S;:'-2)}
+ A~J{S:!..(S:+I + S:!.. + S:!;)} (2.33)*

with

-e1d-,)21-m ".sm=n

= A. vmn (2:34 )a::'V::'+1 +V::'-I

with an assumed time dependence of the form

L/mv: =A:V:+ 1+ ff:v: (2.35)
and expanding A:, ii: in powers of A. as

Am =A(J'). J+ A(ll).n n n

and
(2.36)

ffm = ).4ff(4' + ). 2ff(2'+ ).(0'.4(0)n n n n .
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3. CONCLUSIONS

The partial difference equations discussed here are consistent with certain
important partial differential equations (NLS, MKdV, KdV). It can be shown that the
solutions to the difference equations converge to the solutions of the corresponding
partial differential equations. The partial difference equation maintains the joint x, t
symmetry of the original partial differential equation. The partial difference equations
suggest local schemes which still maintain the joint x, t symmetry of the original
equation.
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